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Abstract—Modern microprocessors exploit data level parallelism through in-core data-parallel accelerators in the form of short vector ISA extensions such as SSE/AVX and NEON. Although these ISA extensions have existed for decades, compilers do not generate good quality, high-performance vectorized code without significant programmer intervention and manual optimization. The fundamental problem is that the architecture is too rigid, which overly complicates the compiler's role and simultaneously restricts the types of codes that the compiler can profitably map to these data-parallel accelerators.

We take a fundamentally new approach that first makes the architecture more flexible and exposes this flexibility to the compiler. Counter-intuitively, increasing the complexity of the accelerator's interface to the compiler enables a more robust and efficient system that supports many types of codes. This system also enables the performance of auto-acceleration to be comparable to that of manually-optimized implementations.

To address the challenges of compiling for flexible accelerators, we propose a variant of Program Dependence Graph called the Access Execute Program Dependence Graph to capture spatio-temporal aspects of memory accesses and computations. We implement a compiler that uses this representation and evaluate it by considering both a suite of kernels developed for the Parboil benchmarks. We show that our compiler, which targets the DySER accelerator, provides high-quality code for the kernels and full applications, commonly reaching within 30% of manually-optimized and out-performs compiler-produced SSE code by 1.8×.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most modern processors include ISA extensions for vector operations like SSE/AVX, Altivec or NEON, which are designed to accelerate single thread performance by exploiting data-level parallelism (DLP). These SIMD operations provide energy efficiency by reducing per-instruction overheads, and performance by explicitly defining parallel operations. Although programs can be vectorized manually with assembly or compiler intrinsics, automatic support is a desirable solution because it relieves the burden of performance and portability from the programmer.

To this end, decades of compiler research has yielded a plethora of automatic vectorization techniques [4], [23], [21], [22], [26], [36], [8]. Yet, most modern compilers fail to come close to the performance of manually vectorized code. Maleki et al. show that for the GCC, XLC, and ICC compilers, only 45-71% of synthetic loops, and 13-18% of media applications can be vectorized [17]. Moreover, for these applications, manual vectorization achieves a mean speedup of 2.1× compared to the automatic vectorization.

We posit that this enormous disparity is not because of insufficient compiler development or missing optimization modules, rather, it alludes to fundamental limitations of short-vector SIMD architectures. By studying auto-vectorizing compilers and the applications that are poorly vectorized, we observe that there are limitations imposed by short-vector SIMD architectures. Essentially, SIMD acceleration suffers overheads when executing control flow, loops with carried dependencies, accessing strided or irregular memory, and partially vectorizable loops. Table I describes the “shackles” that limit SIMD acceleration for each of the above code features, and summarizes solutions proposed by researchers to alleviate these limitations. Specifically, it lists the architecture support for each code feature, the responsibility of the compiler in generating code for the feature, and the overall effectiveness of the approach for that feature. We elaborate on these approaches below, which are classified into three broad categories.

SIMD Extensions: As shown in the first three rows in Table I, prior works propose several extensions to the SIMD model to address these challenges to exploit DLP [34], [8]. In general, the compiler is unable to effectively map applications to the architecture mechanisms. There are many compiler-only approaches [13], [35], [15], but they are all somewhat limited in the end by SIMD’s rigidity.

Other DLP Architectures: Another approach is to use alternative architectures focused on data-level parallelism. GPUs [19] are a mainstream example and address SIMD’s challenges, providing significant performance through data-parallel optimized hardware. The disadvantages are that programs in traditional languages have to be rewritten and optimized for the specific architecture used. From a hardware and system perspective, the design integration of a GPU with a general purpose core is highly disruptive, introduces design complexity, requires a new ISA or extensive ISA extensions, and adds the challenges associated with a new system software stack.

The Vector-Thread architecture is a research example that is even more flexible than the GPU approach, but is difficult to program [16]. Sankaralingam et al. develop a set of microarchitectural mechanisms designed for data-level parallelism without being inherently tied to any underlying architecture [29]. One of the recent DLP architectures is the Intel’s Xeon Phi, which accelerates data parallel workloads through wider SIMD [32] and hardware support for scatter/gather. In general,
DLP architectures do not perform well outside the data parallel domain and have additional issues when integrating them with a processor core.

Coarse-grained Reconfigurable Architectures (CGRAs): Recent research efforts in accelerator architectures like C-Cores [38], BERET [11], and DySER [10], provide a high-performance in-core substrate. We observe that they are converging toward a promising set of mechanisms that can alleviate the challenges of compiling for SIMD. In this work, we argue that CGRAs address the microarchitectural rigidity of SIMD and improve compiler effectiveness, while also avoiding programmer burden. By judiciously exposing their mechanisms through well defined interfaces, we propose that in-core accelerators can be freed of SIMD’s limitations, and that conventional CPU architectures can provide performance on a broad spectrum of DLP applications with little or no programmer intervention. The three microarchitectural mechanisms we focus on are configurable datapaths, native control-flow execution and flexible vector I/O between the accelerator and the core. We show how these three mechanisms and a co-designed compiler are enough to address the challenges in exploiting DLP with in-core accelerators.

Our accelerator aware compiler solution consists of two steps. First, we develop a variant of the program dependence graph called the Access Execute Program Dependence Graph (AEPDG) that captures the spatial and temporal communication and computation aspects of the accelerator and accelerator-core interface. We then develop a series of compiler transformations, leveraging existing vectorization techniques to operate on this AEPDG to handle various “irregular” and SIMD-shackled code, ultimately creating a flexible and efficient compiler. To evaluate these ideas and concretely describe them, this paper uses the DySER architecture as the compiler’s target. Overall, our paper’s contributions are:

- We develop compiler optimizations and transformations, using the AEPDG, to produce high quality code for accelerators.
- We describe the overall design and implementation of a compiler that constructs the AEPDG and applies these optimizations. We are publicly releasing the source code of our LLVM-based compiler implementation that targets DySER [2].
- We demonstrate how a CGRA’s flexible hardware (specifically DySER), the AEPDG representation, and compiler optimizations on the AEPDG can enable specific transformations which break SIMD’s shackles and expand the breadth of data parallel acceleration.
- We perform detailed analysis on two benchmark suites to show how close the performance of automatically compiled DySER code comes to its manual counter-part’s performance, and how our automated compiler outperforms ICC compilation for SSE by 1.8×.

This remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background on challenges that a vectorizing compiler face, and on the DySER architecture and its flexible mechanisms. Section III presents the AEPDG, and section IV describes our design and implementation of a compiler that uses the AEPDG to generate optimized code for DySER. Section V describes how DySER and the compiler transformations broaden the scope of SIMD acceleration. Section VI presents the evaluation and section IX concludes.

II. BACKGROUND

This section first describes classes of loops that vectorizing compilers face, and describes the issues with compiling these “challenge loops”. We then describe the DySER architecture and its flexible mechanisms as a concrete example of an in-core accelerator. We also contrast its mechanisms with SIMD to show the benefits of the DySER’s flexibility as outlined in Figure 1. The challenge loops and architectural details serve as background and motivation for the development and description of the AEPDG construct, compiler design, and transformations.
### A. SIMD Challenge Loops

In this subsection, we describe the SIMD approach to vectorizing five classes of loops, explaining the difficulties SIMD compilers face using examples in the first two columns of Figure 6. The examples in this figure are later revisited to demonstrate the DySER compiler’s approach.

**Reduction/Induction:** Loops which have contiguous memory access across iterations and lack control flow or loop dependencies are easily SIMD-vectorizable. Figure 6(a) shows an example reduction loop with an induction variable use. The SIMD compiler can vectorize the reduction variable “c” by accumulating to multiple variables (scalar expansion), vectorizing the induction variable by hoisting initialization out of the loop, and performing non vector-size divisible loop iterations by executing a peeled loop (not shown in diagram).

**Control Dependence:** SIMD compilers typically vectorize loops with control flow using if-conversion and masking. Though vectorization is possible, the masking overhead can be significant. One example, shown in Figure 6(b), is to apply a masking technique where both “sides” of the branch are executed, and the final result is merged using a mask created by evaluating the predicate on the vector “C”. Note that four extra instructions per loop are introduced for masking.

**Strided Data Access:** Strided data access can occur for a variety of reasons, commonly for accessing arrays of structs. Vectorizing compilers can sometimes eliminate the strided access by transforming the data structure into a struct of arrays. However, this transformation requires global information about data structure usage, and is not always possible. Figure 6(c) shows the transformations for a complex multiplication loop, which cannot benefit from array-struct transformations. A vectorized version, provided by Nuzman et al. [22], packs and unpacks data explicitly with extra instructions on the critical path of the computation.

**Carried Dependencies:** SIMD compilers attempt to break loop-carried memory dependencies by re-ordering loops after loop fission, or reordering memory operations inside a loop. These techniques involve difficult tradeoffs and can have significant overheads. The example code in Figure 6(d) shows a loop with an unbreakable carried dependence, which cannot be SIMD vectorized. The statements cannot be re-ordered or separated because of the forward flow dependence through c[i] and the backwards loop anti-dependence on a[i], creating a serial dependence chain.

**Partially Vectorizable:** When contiguous memory patterns occur only on some streams in a loop, SIMD compilers must carefully weigh the benefits of vectorization against the drawbacks of excessive shuffling. One example is in Figure 6(e), where the loop has two streaming access patterns coming from the arrays “a” and “b”. The accesses from “a” are contiguous, but “b” is accessed indirectly through the “index” array. Here, the compiler has chosen to perform scalar loads for non-contiguous access and combine these values using additional instructions. This transformation’s profitability relies on the number of instructions required to construct vector “D2”.

### B. DySER’s Architecture and Execution Model

To address the challenges of SIMD compilation, we leverage the DySER architecture as our in-core accelerator. In this subsection we briefly describe DySER, and further details are in Govindaraju et al. [10], [9].

**Architecture** DySER is an array of configurable functional units connected with a circuit switched network of simple switches. A functional unit can be configured to receive its inputs from any of its neighboring switches. When all its inputs arrive, it performs the operation and delivers the output to a neighboring switch. Switches can be configured to route their inputs to any of their outputs, forming a circuit switched network. With this configurable network of functional units, a specialized hardware datapath can be created for a sequence of computation. It supports pipelining and dataflow execution with simple credit based flow control. The switches in the edge of the array are connected to FIFOs, which are exposed to the processor core as DySER’s input/output ports. DySER is tightly integrated with a general purpose processor pipeline, and acts as a long latency functional unit that has a direct datapath from the register file and from memory. The processor can send/receive data or load/store data to/from DySER directly through ISA extensions.

**Execution Model** Figure 2 shows DySER’s execution model. Before a program uses DySER, it configures DySER by providing the configuration bits for functional units and switches, as shown in Figure 2c. Then it sends data to DySER either from registers or from memory. Once data has arrived to DySER’s input FIFO, it follows the configured path through the switches. When the data reaches the functional units, the functional units perform the operation in dataflow fashion. Finally, the results of the computation are delivered to the output FIFOs, from which the processor fetches the outputs and sends them to the register file or to memory.

### C. Overcoming SIMD Challenges with DySER

As shown in Figure 1, SIMD units and DySER exhibit key similarities. They are tightly integrated to the core, are composed of many functional units to exploit fine-grained parallelism and have wide memory interfaces. However, DySER’s capability to overcome the challenges with SIMD arise from three flexible mechanisms: i) configurable pipelined datapaths; ii) native control capability; and iii) a flexible vector I/O interface.

**Configurable Datapath** A SIMD unit’s datapath is fixed to perform many equivalent operations in parallel. In contrast,
DySER extends the flexibility of this model by providing a configurable datapath. Complex dependencies can be expressed inside the DySER hardware substrate, which is simply a heterogeneous grid network of functional units and switches.

Control Mapping Executing control flow on a SIMD accelerator requires performing both paths of a control decision, and must use explicit masking instructions to attain the final output. DySER simplifies this by naively supporting control flow inside the hardware substrate by augmenting the internal datapath with a predicate bit, and provides the ability to perform select operations depending upon the validity of predicate bit. This select operation is similar to the $\phi$-function in the Single Static Assignment (SSA) form of the code.

Flexible Vector I/O SIMD instructions, without the support for scatter/gather operations—as is the case for most modern SIMD implementations like SSE/AVX—can only load and store contiguous sections of memory. This simplifies the hardware for fetching vectors from the memory system by only requiring one cache line fetch, or perhaps two if unaligned vector access is supported. DySER retains this simplicity by requiring contiguous memory on vector loads, but provides a flexible I/O mechanism which can map locations in an I/O vector to arbitrary ports in DySER. To support this, DySER’s configuration includes vector port definitions, which map sequences of DySER’s ports to virtual vector ports [9].

This mapping mechanism allows DySER to utilize vector instructions for communication in different paradigms, as shown in Figure 3. First, when the elements of a vector correspond to different elements of the computation, this is a “wide” communication pattern (Fig. 3a). This is most similar to SIMD’s vector interface. When the elements of a vector correspond to the same element of the computation, this is a “deep” communication pattern (Fig. 3b). This corresponds to explicitly pipelining a computation. The combination of the above results in a “hybrid” pattern (Fig. 3c). Finally, when certain vector elements are masked-off or ignored, this is an “irregular” pattern (Fig. 3d). The flexibility of DySER’s I/O interface, in part, gives rise to the need for a sophisticated compiler intermediate representation.

III. ACCESS EXECUTE PDG

The motivation to develop a new compiler intermediate representation is that, for an accelerator compiler to be successful, it must be aware of the internal operation of the architecture through spatial (via contiguous memory) and temporal (via pipelined execution) dimensions.

The Program Dependence Graph (PDG) [7] makes the data and control dependencies between instructions explicit, which closely matches two flexible mechanisms that DySER provides, namely configurable datapath and control capability. However the PDG does not explicitly capture the notion of spatial access, meaning that it is unaware of the potentially contiguous access for a computation. Also, it does not have a notion of temporal execution, which corresponds to pipelining computations through the accelerator. More fundamentally, the PDG lacks a representation for the relationship between spatial access to the memory and temporal execution in the accelerator, i.e. the PDG is unaware of the correspondence between the contiguity of inputs and outputs of a particular computation through subsequent iterations. To address this shortcoming, we develop the AEPDG, which captures exactly this relationship with special edges in PDG.

Definition and Description: The AEPDG is simply a traditional PDG, partitioned into an access-PDG and an execute-PDG. The execute-PDG is defined as a subgraph of the AEPDG which is executed purely on the accelerator hardware. The access-PDG is simply the remaining portion of the AEPDG. Additionally, the AEPDG is augmented with one or many (instance, offset) pairs at each interface edge between the access and execute PDGs. The “instance” identifies the ordering of the value into the computation, and the “offset” describes the distance from the base of the memory address. This decoupling and added information allows the compiler to efficiently coordinate pipelined instances of an accelerator’s computations through a flexible vectorized interface.

An Example: Figure 4 illustrates the usefulness of the AEPDG. It shows the traditional PDG on the left pane, which corresponds to original loop in Figure 2. In order to exploit the data parallelism in the loop, we can perform unrolling, which results in the “Unrolled PDG” in the second pane of figure 4. Note how this traditional PDG representation lacks awareness of the relationship between contiguous inputs and pipelined computations. We construct the AEPDG by determining the relationship between memory accesses through iterations of the loop. Here each edge between the access and execute PDGs has an instance number and offset number. In the “AEPDG”
In the first approach, we find the backward slices of all loads and stores have not been coalesced. The next pane shows how the AEPDG keeps track of multiple instances of the computation through subsequent iterations. Some edges have multiple pairs, indicating multiple loads from the same address, and some computations are for two separate instances, indicating pipelined execution. The final pane, “DySER Mapping”, shows how it is now simple to configure DySER’s flexible I/O interface using the AEPDG. Each access pattern is simply given a vector port, which, when utilized by an I/O instruction, initiates a hardware mapping between the vector port and the corresponding DySER port(s).

IV. Compiling for DySER Using the AEPDG

We now describe the AEPDG compiler’s design and implementation which consists of four phases: i) Selection of regions from the full program PDG that are candidates for accelerator mapping. ii) Formation of the basic AEPDG encapsulating those code regions. iii) AEPDG transformations and optimizations tailored to the architecture. iv) Code generation of the access-PDG and execute-PDG.

A. Region Selection for Acceleration

Applications have many candidate code regions that can be accelerated, and identifying most frequently executed regions is an important task because it amortizes the cost of reconfiguration. Many conventional techniques can be repurposed for identifying the regions, including profiling, hyperblocks, and pathtrees [10] or using static techniques like identifying loops with high trip counts or using inner loops. In this work, we identify the regions with programmer inserted pragmas. Once the region for acceleration is identified, we construct the corresponding PDG using existing techniques [7].

B. Initial AEPDG Formation

Forming the AEPDG means partitioning the PDG into the access-PDG and execute-PDG. This task is important because it influences the effectiveness of the acceleration. DySER’s configurable datapath and control capability give the compiler great flexibility in determining the execute-PDG.

We employ two heuristics to perform the partitioning. In the first approach, we find the backward slices of all address calculation from loads and stores inside the candidate region, and place them in the access-PDG. The remaining instructions form the execute-PDG. This works well for many data parallel applications, where each loop loads many data elements, performs a computation, and stores the result.

For applications where the primary computation is to compute the address of a load or a store, the method described above places almost all instructions in the access-PDG. Instead, we employ a method which first identifies loads/stores that are dependent on prior loads/stores. Then, we find the backward slices for the non-dependent loads/stores as we did in our first approach. For the dependent loads/stores, we identify the forward slices and make them also part of the access-PDG, leaving the address calculation of the dependent loads/stores as the execute subregion.

To select between these techniques, we simply chose the one which provides the largest execute-PDG. It is possible to develop more advanced techniques or selection heuristics, but in practice, these two approaches are sufficient.

C. AEPDG Transformations and Optimizations

To accelerate effectively, the compiler should create execute-PDGs whose number of operations is proportional to the accelerator’s resources, and whose interface with the access-PDG has few connections, minimizing the I/O cost. Also, the compiler should schedule the execute-PDG to the accelerator with high throughput and low latency as the primary concerns. The initial AEPDG will need transformations to achieve the above goals. In this subsection, we present how we apply a suite of compiler transformations on the AEPDG that make it suitable for DySER. Because these transforms impose dependencies on each other, due to the close interaction of the access-PDG and execute-PDG, we conclude by commenting on how we coordinate these transformations.

Loop Unrolling for PDG Cloning: If the execute-PDG under utilizes DySER, the potential performance gains will be suboptimal. To achieve high utilization for a loop which has no loop-carried dependencies, we can clone the execute-PDG, potentially many times, until a sufficiently large execute-PDG is created. This corresponds to unrolling in the access-PDG, and reduces the trip count of the loop. This transformation exploits the spatial aspect of the AEPDG to track the links among the access subgraph nodes and cloned execute subgraph.
nodes. In the load/store coalescing transformation, described later, the compiler uses these links to combine consecutive accesses.

**Strip Mining for Vector Deepening**: In addition to parallelizing the loop for achieving the correct execute-PDG size, the compiler can further parallelize the loop by pipelining computations. This transformation, called strip mining, means that additional loop iterations are performed in parallel by pipelining data through the execute-PDG. The effective “depth” of the vectors is increased as an effect of this transformation.

Figure 5(a) shows the PDG cloning and vector deepening algorithm, which creates edges to track the links between the access and execute subgraphs. First, it uses the size and types of instructions in the execute-PDG and the DySER model, which includes the quantity of and capabilities of the functional units in DySER, to determine the number of execute-PDG clones and number of times the access-PDG should be unrolled. After cloning the execute-PDG and unrolling the access-PDG, it creates edges between appropriate nodes in each. These interface edges are labeled to track the spatio-temporal information.

**Subgraph Matching**: If the size of an execute-PDG is “larger” than the size of DySER, many configurations will be required, resulting in excess overhead per computation performed. If computations in the execute-PDG share a common structure, or formally an isomorphic subgraph, this can be exploited to pipeline the computations through this subgraph. This transformation, called subgraph matching, merges the isomorphic subgraphs, and modifies the access nodes to use temporal information encoded in the AEPDG to pipeline data.

Computing the largest matching subgraph is a difficult NP-complete problem, so in this work, we mark these subgraphs by hand. We can adapt previously proposed heuristics by Clark et al. [6] and make them AEPDG complaint. Most program regions we considered do not have common subgraphs, as they most commonly arise when the code is unrolled before AEPDG formation.

**Execute PDG Splitting**: When subgraph matching is insufficient to reduce the size of the execute-PDG, or when there is not an isomorphic subgraph, it becomes necessary to split the execute-PDG and insert nodes in the access-PDG to orchestrate the dependencies among the newly created execute-PDGs.

**Scheduling Execute PDGs**: Once the final execute PDG has been determined, we need to create a mapping between the execute-PDG and the DySER hardware itself. We use a greedy algorithm that places instructions in DySER with the lowest additional routing cost. This greedy algorithm is similar to other spatial architecture scheduling algorithms, completes quickly, and is suitable for use in production compilers.

Another potential approach is to use the recently proposed general constraint centric scheduler to map the execute-PDG to the DySER hardware [20], [30].

**Unrolling for Loop Dependence**: When the AEPDG represents loops without data dependence, we can use it to trivially unroll and vectorize the nodes in the access-PDG just like traditional SIMD compilers. When loops have memory dependencies across iterations, SIMD compilers usually fail or use complex techniques, such as the polyhedral model, to transform the loop such that they can be vectorized. In contrast, we simply unroll the loop multiple times and combine the dependent computation with the execute-PDG. It can accelerate the loop considerably since the execute-PDG is pipelined using DySER. Again, the AEPDG tracks the links between the unrolled nodes in the access-PDG, which can be used to combine the nodes in the load/store coalescing transform.

**Traditional Loop Vectorization**: We leverage several techniques developed for SIMD compilers to vectorize loops when the iterations are independent. These include loop peeling and scalar expansion [23], to maintain correctness and to increase parallelism respectively. In our compiler, we implement these traditional vectorization techniques on the AEPDG, and the techniques are designed not to interfere with its temporal and spatial properties.
Load/Store Coalescing: DySER’s flexible I/O interface enables the compiler to combine multiple DySER communication instructions which have the same base address, but different offsets. We use the order encoded in the interface edges between access and execute PDGs and leverage existing alias analysis to find whether multiple access nodes can be coalesced into a single node.

Figure 5(b) shows the load/store coalescing algorithm, which tracks the offset information between the coalesced loads and the computation in the execute-PDG. It iterates through the memory instructions in program order and attempts coalescing with nodes of the same type (i.e. both loads or stores) which also access addresses with a constant offset (relative to the loop induction variable). Then, if any of the coalesced nodes are dependent on other memory nodes in the AEPDG, it discards the memory dependent loads from coalescing. Coalesced nodes are split into vector-sized groups, and for each group, a new node is created with updated instance and offset information.
D. Coordinating Compiler Transformations

The compiler coordinates these transformations as follows. First, the compiler uses unrolling, subgraph matching or splitting to create AEPDGs with execute-PDGs that can be mapped to DySER successfully. Second, if the loop is vectorizable, we use vector deepening/stripmining and other traditional loop vectorization to further pipeline DySER. For non-vectorizable loops, we use the “loop unrolling for loop dependence” transform to accelerate the loop. Finally, after attaining the correct region size for DySER, we perform the load/store coalescing to reduce the communication cost.

E. Implementation

To implement our compiler, we leverage the LLVM compiler framework and its intermediate representation (IR). First, we implement an architecture independent compiler pass that processes LLVM IR and constructs the AEPDG. Second, we develop a series of optimization passes that transform the AEPDG to attain high quality code for DySER. Third, we implement a transformation pass that creates LLVM IR with DySER instructions from the access-PDG. Finally, we extend the LLVM X86 code-generator to generate DySER configuration bits from the execute-PDG. With this compiler, we can generate executables that target DySER from C/C++ source code. Our implementation is publicly released with this paper and more documentation is available here [2].

V. Broadening the Scope of Vectorization

In this section, we illustrate how the DySER compiler broadens the scope of vector-SIMD acceleration by analyzing the challenge loops introduced in Section II, which are generalizations of those found in the applications we evaluated.

Reduction/Induction: The example in 6(a) demonstrates that the techniques for traditional SIMD vectorization are also applicable for DySER acceleration, as it provides a superset of SIMD mechanisms. The third column shows transformed code after DySER acceleration, while the fourth column shows the execute-PDG, which directly corresponds to the DySER accelerator’s configuration.

Control Dependence: The DySER compiler leverages the AEPDG structure to represent control flow inside vectorizable regions. The example in figure 6(b) shows how the DySER compiler can trivially observe that the control is entirely in the execute-PDG, enabling this control decision to be offloaded from the main processor. This eliminates the need for any masking instructions, reducing overhead significantly.

Strided Data Access: When non-contiguous memory prevents straightforward loop vectorization, the DySER compiler can leverage the spatio-temporal information in the AEPDG to configure DySER’s flexible I/O hardware to perform this mapping. For the code in Figure 6(c), the compiler creates interleaved wide ports to coordinate the strided data movement across loop iterations. Since the DySER port configuration is used throughout the loop’s lifetime, this is more efficient than issuing shuffle instructions on each loop iteration.

Carried Dependencies: While vectorizing compilers will attempt to break loop carried dependencies, the DySER compiler takes advantage of these. The example in Figure 6(d) shows a loop which has a non-breakable loop-carried dependence. By unrolling the loop until the execute-PDG uses a proportional number of resources to the hardware, contiguous memory accesses are exposed. The loop dependencies, which are now explicit in the execute-PDG, become part of DySER’s internal datapath, enabling efficient vectorization.

Partially Vectorizable: Though partially vectorizable loops pose complex tradeoffs for vector-SIMD compilers, the DySER compiler represents these naturally with the AEPDG, which is made possible by the flexible I/O interface that the DySER hardware provides. For the loop in Figure 6(e), accesses to the “a” array are vectorized, and scalar loads are used for “b”. Compared to the SIMD version, the DySER compiler eliminates the overhead of additional shuffle instructions.

VI. Evaluation

This section quantitatively evaluates the AEPDG-based compiler implementation for DySER to support data-parallel execution and is organized around two main questions: i) How close to the performance of manually-optimized code does our automatically-compiled code reach? ii) How does our co-designed architecture and compiler compare to the auto vectorized GCC/ICC-compiled code for the SSE/AVX architecture?

A. Evaluation methodology

Compilers We implemented the DySER compiler in LLVM v3.2, and compared it against GCC 4.7 and Intel’s compiler ICC 12.1. Since GCC auto-vectorized code always performs worse than ICC-compiled code, we only show the results for ICC. All benchmarks include the __restrict__ keyword on array pointers, where appropriate, to eliminate the need for interprocedural analysis of array aliasing.

Simulation Framework To attain performance results for DySER and SSE, we use the gem5 simulator [1], with extensions to support the DySER instructions and its micro-architecture. DySER is integrated into a 4-wide out-of-order processor with 64KB L1-D$, 32KB-L1-I$, and a tournament branch predictor with 4K BTB entries.

As described in Govindaraju et al. [9], we consider a 64-tile heterogeneous (16 INT-ADD, 16 FP-ADD, 12 INT-MUL, 12-FP-MUL, 4 FP-DIV, 4 FP-SQRT) functional-unit DySER array. It takes about 64 cycles to reconfigure DySER with 64 functional units, assuming that the L1I cache contains the configuration bits for DySER and can sustain a bandwidth of 128 bits/cycle. Area analysis comparing to SSE and AVX shows this configuration has the same area as an AVX unit and twice the area of a SSE unit.

Benchmarks We evaluate our compiler on two sets of benchmarks. First, we use a similar suite of throughput kernels to those of Satish et al. [31], which are easier to analyze, to evaluate and compare against SSE performance. This suite includes CONV (5x5 2D convolution), MERGE (merge phase of bitonic sort), NBODY (N-Body simulation), RADAR (1D Complex Convolution), TREESEARCH (Search a key through a binary search tree), and VR (Volume Rendering). Second, we consider the Parboil benchmark suite [24] as a “challenge” benchmark suite, since its scalar code is not written with any
particular architecture in mind. We chose these benchmarks because they have good data level parallelism and hence are good candidates for acceleration. For both cases, we also implemented hand-optimized DySER code, and either wrote or obtained CUDA code for comparison with GPUs. Table II classifies the benchmarks according to the five challenges.

B. Automatic vs Manual DySER Optimization

Figure 7 shows the speedup of manually-optimized and compiler-generated DySER code relative to the baseline.

Kernels

Result: Manually-optimized DySER code achieves a harmonic mean speedup of 3.5×, while automatic DySER compilation yields 2.8×.

Analysis: As expected, manually-optimized code is faster than the auto generated code, since programmers can apply application specific knowledge when utilizing the accelerator. What is notable in these results is the number of cases where the DySER compiler can nearly perfectly utilize the accelerator. For five out of six kernels, our flexible mechanisms give the compiler enough leverage to create a datapath for the loop bodies, and also provide an efficient interface to memory. The only exception from this suite is Volume Rendering (VR), which is difficult to automatically parallelize with DySER because it requires indirect data access and cannot use DySER’s flexible vector I/O. The manual version, however, computes multiple rays in parallel using the loop flattening [37] transformation on the outer loop to expose parallelism. This could be an additional optimization for our compiler.

“Challenge” benchmarks - Parboil

Result: Automatic DySER compilation yields 2.3×, which comes close to the Manually-optimized speedup of 3.4×

Analysis: These provide a spread of behavior and we analyze the results for the four categories in Table III.

Compiler effective (4 of 11): MRI-Q, STENCIL, KMEANS and TPACF perform equally as well in both manual and automatic compilation. This is because the flexible-IO enables the strided pattern in MRI-Q, the “deep” access pattern in STENCIL, and load coalescing TPACF. KMEANS also attains high performance, but doesn’t reach that of the manual version because it uses an outer-loop unrolling technique to expose extra parallelism.

More heuristic tuning required (1 of 11): For MM, our compiler implementation fails to recognize when mapping reduction to DySER is better than mapping scalar expansion, and it suboptimally chooses scalar expansion.

Missing optimizations (4 of 11): FFT, NEEDLE, NNW, and CutCP achieve less than 70% of manually-optimized code due to missing optimizations. In FFT, the vector length needs a reduction to DySER is better than mapping scalar expansion, and it suboptimally chooses scalar expansion.

Architecture ineffective (2 of 11): The architecture is ill-suited for LBM and SPMV, since even manually-optimized code provides speedup less than 80%.
C. Automatic DySER vs SSE Acceleration

We now compare the compiler-architecture performance of DySER to SSE/AVX. Figure 8 shows the speedup of auto-vectorized SSE and AVX and the speedup of compiler generated code for DySER, both measured against the same baseline.

Result: Auto-vectorization provides only about 1.3× mean speedup with SSE and 1.4× mean speedup with AVX, whereas compiler generated code for DySER provides about 2.5× mean speedup. In 3 of 6 kernels, and in 4 of 11 “challenge” benchmarks, DySER is 2× faster than AVX.

Analysis: Auto-vectorization is generally effective in the presence of regular access and no control flow. For example, the automatic compilation of CONV and NBODY performs well for either SIMD or DySER. With complex access patterns or complex control flow, SIMD compilers provide no speedup (6 of 11 Parboil, and 2 of 6 kernels). DySER compilation, on the other hand, shows speedup in all but two cases. These results indicate DySER’s AEPDG based compilation for flexible architectures is more effective than SIMD compilers.

Although both techniques reduce per-instruction overheads, energy reduction from DySER is significantly better than SSE, because DySER is able to handle more types of code and produce more speedups. At times, SSE increases energy consumption because of meager speedups and extra power consumption by the SIMD register file and functional units.

VII. AUTOMATIC DYSER VS GPU ACCELERATION

GPUs tackle the challenges in exploiting DLP with fundamentally new programming models such as CUDA, OpenCL etc., and with an out-of-order core accelerator. In contrast, our approach addresses the SIMD challenges with an in-core accelerator and targets programs written in a traditional programming model. In this section, we address how our approach compares to that of GPUs, which are a popular solution for addressing data-parallel limitations. For this study, we are comparing our fully automatic acceleration against a combined architecture and programming model, so achieving even similar performance would be a significant success. To compare against a GPU, we consider a 1-SIM/8-wide GPU since its area and functional units are comparable to one DySER block integrated with a 4-wide OOO processor.

Result: For kernels, the GPU provides a mean speedup of 3.6× and compiled DySER provides 2.8×. For Parboil, the GPU provides only mean speedup of 1.9×, whereas compiler generated code for DySER provides about 2.3× mean speedup. The GPU reduces mean energy consumption by 82% and DySER, with compiled code, reduces this by 65%.

Analysis: Since the workloads we considered are highly data parallel and represent the best case scenario for GPU, the GPU performs better as it removes the SIMD shackles with mask generation and load coalescing. However, even with highly favorable workloads for the GPU, DySER performs better than or similar to the GPU. For example, DySER performs better than GPU in NEEDLE, because it accelerates a loop with unbreakable dependency as described in section V, whereas the GPU diagonally accesses the data, which inhibits memory coalescing and incurs runtime overheads due to extra synchronization and shared memory accesses. CutCP and MRIQ heavily use sqrt and sine/cosine and perform better on the GPU because these operations are supported with native datapath implementations (not because of architecture or compiler reasons). SPMV is interesting, because the GPU’s use of heavy multithreading to hide memory latency works well even when accesses are very irregular, but DySER cannot vectorize these because of indirect memory accesses.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Compiler writers have been working around SIMD’s limitations in various ways to get high performance from data parallel code [23], [5]. Specific examples include if-conversion with masking to handle control-flow [3], branch-on-superword-condition-code to skip vector instructions [33], overcoming strided access limitations [22], general data permutations [28], and loop-fission to handle loop-carried dependence and partially vectorizable loops [14]. All of these techniques will necessarily incur overheads that the DySER compilation approach seeks to avoid.

The ispc compiler attacks the same problems as we do, but targets SIMD and adopts new language semantics to overcome compiler problems [27], whereas we stick with C/C++ and make the architecture more flexible. Intel Xeon Phi [32], a recent SIMD architecture, and its compiler help programmers to tackle the challenges of SIMD through algorithmic changes such as struct-of-arrays to array-of-structs, blocking, and SIMD friendly algorithms, compiler transformations such as parallelization, vectorization, and with scatter/gather hardware support [31]. However, to successfully use them, these changes require heavy programmer intervention and application specific knowledge.

Like DySER, there are numerous coarse grain reconfigurable architectures (CGRAs) that utilize a configurable datapath for acceleration [11], [38], [12], [18]. However, they have not demonstrated or evaluated SIMD compilation capability. Table IV shows the mechanisms in three representative CGRAs which provide inherent DLP support, making them potentially amenable to an AEPDG based compiler approach.

Similar to our approach, the newly proposed LIBRA architecture also uses the principles of heterogeneity and dynamic reconfigurability to build a flexible accelerator [25]. It augments a SIMD architecture with a flexible network to improve the scope of SIMD acceleration. Though this approach shows promise, effective compilation techniques have not been fully explored.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this work, we find that exposing an accelerator’s flexible mechanisms to the compiler can liberate SIMD from its shackles. We proposed a program representation, the AEPDG,
to effectively manage the spatio-temporal relationship of the computation of an in-core accelerator. We develop a series of transformations on top of the AEPDG to generate optimized code for accelerators. We designed and implemented a LLVM based compiler, which we are publicly releasing, that leverages the AEPDG to exploit the DySER architecture’s flexible microarchitecture mechanisms. Our results show the compiler is effective and outperforms SIMD compilation and architecture. Across a broad spectrum of data parallel applications, DySER achieves an average performance improvement of 2.5×, whereas SSE and AVX can only achieve speedup 1.3× and 1.4× respectively. In terms of maximum performance, we find that the DySER compiler is still falling short of manually optimized code in some cases, with 30% average performance difference. As our analysis shows, much of this is simply heuristic tuning, while a few benchmarks are ill-suited for the data-parallel model.

It is widely accepted that compiler tuning for an architecture is a multi-year effort. In that light, that one year of effort is enough to enable the DySER compiler to outperform ICC shows this approach holds promise as an alternative to SIMD.
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